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Abstract—Scheduling of tasks in distributed environments, like
cloud and grid computing platforms, using deadlines to provide
quality of service is a challenging problem. The few existing
proposals suffer from scalability limitations, because they try to
manage full knowledge of the system state. To our knowledge,
there is no implementation yet that reaches scales of a hundred
thousand nodes.

In this paper, we present a fully decentralized scheduler, that
aggregates information about the availability of the execution
nodes throughout the network and uses it to allocate tasks
to those nodes that are able to finish them in time. Through
simulation, we show that our scheduler is able to operate
on different scenarios, from many-task applications in cloud
computing sites to volunteer computing projects. Simulations
on networks of up to a hundred thousand nodes show very
competitive performance, reaching allocation times of under a
second and very low overhead in low latency gigabit networks.

Keywords-Distributed architectures, Distributed systems,
Scheduling and task partitioning

I. INTRODUCTION

Previous work [1]–[5] covers the scheduling of tasks with
deadlines in cluster, grid and cloud platforms. They propose
the use of deadlines as a quality of service requirement, due
to external restrictions, like production or research deadlines.
Additionally, recent studies on usage traces [6], [7] suggest
that the response time of the submitted applications directly
affects user behavior. Thus, deadlines can also provide the time
a user is willing to wait for an application to finish.

However, most of these solutions require full knowledge
of the system state. Usually, their scheduling algorithms are
centralized designs that suffer from an inherent scalability
limitation. Raicu et. al. [8] point out that this prevents them
from being usable to schedule many-task applications in envi-
ronments of millions of nodes, and propose a lightweight solu-
tion. Instead, we propose a decentralized design that bases its
decisions on local and partial information. Few work has been
done in this direction. Our contribution is a fully decentralized
scheduler that manages large amounts of tasks with deadlines
in a highly scalable way. Users submit scheduling requests
with application properties, i.e. number and length of tasks,
deadline and required memory and disk. These requests are
forwarded through a network overlay towards the most suitable
nodes, in order to finish in time as many tasks as possible.
The forwarding algorithm matches application requirements

with information about the availability of the execution nodes.
This information is reported periodically by execution nodes
and aggregated throughout the overlay.

To support both the aggregation of information and the
forwarding of requests, we propose the use of a tree-based
network overlay. At each level of the tree, the aggregation
process maintains a summary of the availability of the exe-
cution nodes in that branch, which is kept up to date while
smartly bounding network traffic. Summaries are used in the
forwarding algorithm, which becomes a distributed concurrent
tree-search operation. By maintaining the tree balanced, the
search operation is performed in O(logN) time, being N the
size of the network. In practice, this means that our scheduler
is able to allocate all the tasks contained in a request in
only a few seconds, in a worst case configuration, and it
can reach allocation times of under one second on faster
networks. This makes the system very efficient even with
tasks just a few minutes long. To test the functionality and
performance of this scheduler, a simulated implementation has
been developed, successfully managing several simultaneous
requests in networks of up to a hundred thousand nodes. To our
knowledge, this is the first scheduler of tasks with deadlines
that reaches such scale.

The rest of the paper is divided as follows: Section II
briefly presents other related work about the scheduling of
tasks with deadlines. Then, Section III gives an overview of
the architecture of our decentralized scheduler. Sections IV
and V detail the local and global scheduling, and Section VI
shows the experimental results from simulations. Finally, in
Section VII we give our conclusions and suggest future works.

II. RELATED WORK

Ramamritham et al. [1] were among the first to propose
the use of distributed algorithms to schedule tasks with time
and resource restrictions. They give different algorithms for
this purpose, and a comparison of their performance. They
claim that their solution is effective even in hard real-time
environments. However, their approach requires each node to
have full knowledge of the rest of the system, which naturally
limits its scalability.

Later works propose using deadlines as a quality of service
guarantee, to fulfill external requirements, like production and
research deadlines. Nimrod/G [2] is a scheduling platform



on the Grid for parameter sweep applications. It supports
additional constraints that can be found in such a hetero-
geneous environment as the Grid. In particular, it allows
to set deadlines on the submitted jobs, and charges users
with higher costs for tighter deadlines. In [4], Buyya et.
al. optimize the relation between deadline and budget to
provide the maximum quality of service at minimum cost. A
similar approach is taken by the work by Takefusa et. al. [3],
focused on scheduling jobs with deadlines and minimizing the
overall number of deadline misses. All these works use several
centralized grid services as part of the scheduling process, like
resource allocation managers, to discover and allocate nodes to
tasks. Again, these centralized services limit their scalability.
We overcome this problem with decentralized algorithms and
network overlays. Similarly to our contribution, Cao et. al. [5]
use a hierarchy of agents to coordinate a set of local grid
schedulers, which use performance prediction to minimize the
makespan and processor idle time, but also trying to meet
deadlines. However, they do not encourage an extensive use
of the hierarchy to find the best candidate for a request, arguing
that grid users prefer a satisfactory resource as fast and local as
possible. To our knowledge, other decentralized and P2P-based
computing platforms exist [9]–[13], but they do not include
deadlines. In BOINC [14], deadlines are used only locally in
each volunteered node to decide the order of execution of the
tasks coming from different projects [15], but the availability
of the nodes is not reported to the project servers and so it
cannot be used in the allocation of tasks to nodes.

In this paper, we propose an alternative use of deadlines,
to measure the time users are willing to wait for their jobs
to finish. In order to find a relation between user behavior
and job response time, Shmueli and Feitelson study different
traces taken from real deployments [6], [7]. Their conclusion
is that user satisfaction is directly related to short job response
times, and they design a scheduling policy which objective is
to minimize the job response time. Our approach consists in
enabling users to provide information about their desired job
response time to the scheduler in advance.

III. SCHEDULER ARCHITECTURE

A. Scheduling Model

The scheduler described in this paper operates on bag-of-
tasks applications with time, memory and disk restrictions.
Such an application Ai consists of a set of ni independent and
identical tasks. Each task has a length of ai millions of FLOPs,
requires mi available megabytes of memory and di megabytes
of disk, and must finish before time δi. This kind of config-
urations is very common in distributed scheduling platforms
due to its high degree of parallelism. This paper focuses on
computationally-intensive tasks, for which data transmission
times are negligible. Having high volumes of data to transfer
and deadlines to meet is a much more complex problem that
will be taken into deep consideration in future revisions of
the scheduler. Tasks are allocated to a set of execution nodes.
Each node Pu provides an execution environment with Mu

available megabytes of memory and Du megabytes of disk,

Figure 1. Interaction among the different node roles. A request traverses the
overlay from a submission node (S1) to the execution nodes (E1, E2) through
the routing nodes (R1, R2, R3). Each physical node (P1, P2) may play any
of the three roles in different positions of the logical overlay.

and an average computing power of su millions of FLOPs per
second. This environment, e.g. a virtual machine, isolates the
execution of tasks and sets resource usage limits arbitrarily,
so that nodes need not be dedicated.

The scheduling model is divided into two layers, local
and global scheduling. There is a local scheduler instance in
each execution node, while the global scheduling functionality
is totally decentralized, distributed among all the nodes of
the system. Every local scheduler has a task queue, sorted
following the Earliest Deadline First (EDF) policy [16]. When-
ever the state of the queue changes, its new availability is
reported. The information coming from all the local schedulers
is aggregated throughout the tree overlay. Later, when a
scheduling request is being processed, it is used to decide
in which branch the most suitable nodes can be found. The
objective of the global scheduling policy is to finish on time
as much tasks as possible. Hence, it allocates tasks to those
nodes that can execute them before their deadline, looking for
a best fit that tries to save resources for future applications.

Fault-tolerance is provided with a best-effort approach.
The client must check the correct allocation and execution
of his/her own tasks, usually by means of timeouts and
heartbeats. When all or part of a request has not been allocated
because the deadline cannot be satisfied, the user needs to wait
longer for his/her tasks to finish, providing valuable feedback
to set other deadlines in the future. When a task fails, it must
be resent by the user. On top of this strategy, more elaborate
ones may be implemented, like sending several replicas of
each task or using checkpoint servers to periodically save the
state of the tasks.

B. Nodes

A node may play up to three different roles, the submission
node, the routing node and the execution node. Usually,
every node plays the routing and execution node roles, and



some also the submission node role, so that the load of
the system management is balanced, but different roles of
the same physical node may be placed independently in the
logical overlay. The interaction starts at the submission nodes,
which provide the user interface to submit application tasks in
scheduling requests, monitor their execution and retrieve the
results. Routing nodes maintain the network overlay structure
and forward requests to the most suitable execution nodes. The
latter execute tasks and manage the local task queues, through
an execution environment and a local scheduler. Figure 1
shows the relation between the different node roles in the
system.

C. Overlay Structure

An ad-hoc design based on VBI-Tree [17] is used to support
the distribution of the availability information and the rapid
search of multiple nodes at once. This design organizes nodes
in a balanced binary tree overlay so that routing nodes are
at the branches of the tree, while submission and execution
nodes are at the leafs. VBI-Tree provides good load balancing
and fault tolerance to the structure management. Therefore, we
also implement these two properties in the scheduling model.
First, by concentrating most of the activity in the leaves and
lower levels of the tree, we avoid an excess of load on the top
levels. Second, due to its symmetry, any portion of the tree
can operate independently in case of failure while the overlay
is recovering.

IV. LOCAL SCHEDULING

A. Deadline-Driven Policy

The local scheduling policy sorts tasks in EDF order, so
that the next task to execute is the one with the earliest
deadline. A well-established property of EDF order is that
if it cannot ensure that all the deadlines are met, then no other
does. So, new tasks are only accepted if, when inserted in
the queue in EDF order, all the tasks meet their deadline.
However, we forbid preemption, so that the running task
always remains the first of the queue even if a new task has an
earlier deadline. This is commonly found in most distributed
computing platforms, because preempted tasks would need
extra resources to maintain its state.

B. Availability Function

We describe the current state of a node Pu with the
availability function:

Definition 1. The availability function AFu(mi, di, δi, ai) is
the number of tasks of application Ai, with memory and disk
restrictions mi and di, and length ai, that can be executed by
node Pu before deadline δi.

Let function lu(δ) be the number of instructions that node
Pu is available to execute before δ. Then, after memory and
disk restrictions are met, the number of tasks that can be
executed before δi is blu(δi)/aic. In order to compute lu(δ),
the local scheduler calculates the position k in which a new
task with deadline δ would be placed. The first k − 1 tasks

τ1 τ2 τ3

lu

δ
e1 x2 δ2 x3 δ3

Figure 2. Example of lu(δ) for a queue with three tasks.

would be executed in sequence until time ek−1, at which
the new task would start. It would have to finish before the
minimum between δ and the time at which task k + 1 must
start so that it does not miss its deadline, let it be called xk+1.
Hence, the available number of FLOPs in this time interval is

lu(δ) = (min(δ, xk+1)− ek−1)su. (1)

After calculating the position k of the new task, there are
two possibilities: either δ < xk+1 or xk+1 ≤ δ. In the first
case, the available number of FLOPs increases linearly with
the deadline, with slope su, while in the second one it is
constant regardless of how δ varies. These two situations occur
for each possible position of a new task in the queue, so we
conclude that lu(δ) is a piecewise linear function. The intervals
that define each piece are limited, on one hand, by δ = xi ∀i.
On the other hand, by those values of the deadline that change
the position of a new task, that is, δ = δi ∀i. Moreover, it
is trivial to see that the function is continuous also at these
interval limits. Figure 2 shows an example of lu(δ) for a queue
with three tasks, τ1, τ2 and τ3. Note that, since the first task
is not preemptible, the function will be zero before e1.

V. DECENTRALIZED GLOBAL SCHEDULING

A. Availability Information Management

The availability information is the glue between the local
scheduler and the distributed allocation algorithm, as it is used
by the later to route requests through the tree and allocate
tasks to the correct execution nodes. The simplest form of
availability information is the sampled function. It provides
the availability of a set of nodes. It is first constructed by a
single node Pu from its availability function. In order to enable
the allocation algorithm to calculate how many tasks can be
sent to a set of nodes, a sampled function has the following
attributes:

• v, the number of nodes, initially set to 1 by node Pu.
• M , their available memory, set to Mu by node Pu.
• D, their available disk, set to Du by node Pu.
• L, their available number of FLOPs before deadline. It is

set to { (δj , lu(δj)), 1 ≤ j } by node Pu.
The set of samples L is used to interpolate lu(δ). Samples

are only needed at each interval extreme of lu, in order to
know where the slope of this function changes. In the example



of Figure 2, there would be a sample for e2, x2, δ2, x3 and
δ3. Other values of lu are linearly interpolated. We use dot
notation throughout the paper to refer to the attributes of a
sampled function, like in f.v or h.L. Additionally, f.l is used
to refer to the result of interpolating f.L.

Sampled functions are joined together into availability
summaries, which are just sets of sampled functions. Sum-
maries are used to report the availability information from
the execution nodes to the routing nodes up to the root. An
execution node creates a summary with just its own sampled
function, and sends it to its father routing node. Routing nodes
aggregate summaries coming from their children and report the
availability of their own branch to the next level of the tree,
until the root is reached.

B. Sampled Function Clustering

In the simplest case, the aggregation of two summaries is
just their union. However, when the cardinality of the result
exceeds a certain threshold Ths, it is reduced by applying an
agglomerative hierarchical clustering algorithm [18] on its set
of functions. This algorithm iteratively replaces the two most
similar sampled functions with another one that represents
both, until the threshold is reached again. In this way, the clus-
tering algorithm groups together sampled functions describing
nodes with similar available resources. In order to determine
the similarity of two sampled functions and calculate the new
representative, we define the distance and sum of sampled
functions.

1) Sum operation: From the definition of availability func-
tion, it is easy to see that the number of tasks that could be
executed by a set of nodes is calculated as the sum of their
availability functions. Hence, the sum of sampled functions is a
sampled function that approximates the sum of their respective
availability functions. For the sum operation h = SUM(f, g),
h.v is the sum of f.v and g.v. The other attributes are
calculated as a conservative version of those from f and g,
that guarantee the availability of the resources of all the nodes
described by both f and g, even if the result is lower than
the actual value. That is, h.M and h.D is the minimum of
the respective values in f and g, and the set of samples h.L
is calculated so that it interpolates the minimum between f.l
and g.l. The result is again a piecewise linear function, which
slope changes at the same points f.l and g.l do and also at
the points where these two functions cross each other.

It can be seen that, in the worst case, h.L can have up to
three times as much samples as f.L or g.L do. The number
of samples of h.L is reduced if it is greater than a threshold
Thf by eliminating some of them, so that the size of all
sampled functions is kept bounded. Eliminating one sample
means that the linear interpolation will take place between
the adjacent samples. A sample can only be eliminated if the
resulting interpolation is lower than the original one, so that
it still guarantees a minimum availability. However, it also
introduces an additional approximation error, so the samples
that are actually removed are those that introduce the lowest
error. An example is shown in Figure 3, where functions f and

f.L
g.L

s1 s2 s3

h.L

s1 s2 s3

h.L

s1 s3

Figure 3. h.L interpolates the minimum of f.L and g.L, with sample at s2
removed.

g, with two samples both, are summed up. Both share samples
at s1 and s3, and cross at s2. In the result, the minimum
is calculated and the sample at s2 is removed to obtain two
samples again.

2) Distance operation: By calculating the minimum of the
available resources, the sum of f and g implies a loss of
accuracy. Usually, more accuracy is lost as the difference of
availability of the nodes represented by both functions in-
creases. We define the distance between two sampled functions
as an indicator of the accuracy lost when they are summed up.

Prior to calculate the distance between two sampled func-
tions f and g, their sum h is needed. Then, for each resource,
i.e. available memory, disk and FLOPs before deadline, the
distance is calculated as the sum of the squared difference
between h and every sampled function clustered so far. That
is, given that f is the result of summing up functions f1 to
fn, and g is the result of summing up functions g1 to gk, the
distance for the memory resource and disk resource are

DISTm(f, g) =

n∑
i=1

(fi.M−h.M)2+

k∑
i=1

(gi.M−h.M)2, (2)

DISTd(f, g) =

n∑
i=1

(fi.D − h.D)2 +

k∑
i=1

(gi.D − h.D)2. (3)

For the available FLOPs before deadline, the integral of the
squared difference is calculated instead as

DISTl(f, g) =

n∑
i=1

∫ hz

ct

(
fi.l(δ)− h.l(δ)
δ − ct+ 1

)2

dδ

+

k∑
i=1

∫ hz

ct

(
gi.l(δ)− h.l(δ)
δ − ct+ 1

)2

dδ. (4)

The integral limits are the current time ct and an horizon
hz, which is the latest meaningful date among all the sampled
functions taking part in the clustering algorithm. The differ-
ence between each function and the minimum is divided by
δ−ct+1 to give more weight to little variations at points nearer
to ct, where absolute values are smaller. Since the interpolated
functions are piecewise linear, the integral is immediate and
it can be done in time linear with the number of samples in
the functions.



Finally, these three values are normalized and summed up
to obtain the distance between two sampled functions. The
normalization is done by dividing the distance by the squared
difference between the maximum and minimum value for
each resource, so that no resource dominates the result. The
maximum and minimum values are again calculated among all
the sampled functions taking part in the clustering algorithm.

The representation of a summary described here is very
flexible since its size is O(ThsThf ). For instance, these
thresholds can be larger for higher bandwidth networks to
obtain summaries that provide better accuracy.

C. Updating

lu(δ) does not change while a task is running, since it cannot
be preempted. Thus, to ensure that the routing nodes have
the correct information to interpolate lu(δ) at the time a new
request arrives, execution nodes must report their availability
summaries each time a task is about to finish. As part of
the aggregation process, routing nodes must decide when to
propagate updated summaries to the next level of the tree.
The obvious solution is to send a summary up the tree as
soon as it is received by a routing node, but this would create
a cascading effect that would flood the upper levels with the
updated summaries from all the execution nodes.

In order to avoid this situation, routing nodes implement
an update bandwidth limitation mechanism. After an updated
summary is sent to the father node, the minimum time until the
next one can be sent is calculated as the size of that summary
divided by an update bandwidth limit. In this way, only the last
updated summary received before that time elapses is actually
sent upwards. In Table III of Section VI-B, we show how
different values for the update bandwidth limit (100, 1000
and 10000 bytes per second) affect the generated network
overhead.

D. Discovery and Allocation

At a routing node, the forwarding algorithm uses the avail-
ability summaries reported by its children to find the execution
nodes which availability best fits an application requirements.
Through this algorithm, routing nodes send a subset of the
tasks contained in a request to each child, or to the next level
of the tree. The sequence of forwarding steps performed on a
request integrate the discovery process. Execution nodes are
then allocated as they are reached. At each level of the tree,
more execution nodes are reachable, but also their availability
information is less detailed. Thus, the forwarding algorithm
does look for a tradeoff between complexity and optimality.

The forwarding algorithm starts by querying the availability
summaries of the child nodes with the deadline of the new
application. The origin of the request must be taken into
account too, since no task is to be sent back in that direction,
and so its information is not queried. The result of the query
is a list of sampled functions describing nodes that are able to
execute one or more tasks of that application. This list is then
sorted with a fitness criterion. The fitness of an application to a
particular set of nodes is measured by taking into account the

Figure 4. Path followed by a request that is forwarded towards the execution
nodes where it is allocated. Each arc is marked with the number of tasks sent.

amount of resources not used by the application. That is, the
available memory, disk space and execution time that would
remain if tasks from this application would be allocated to
that set of nodes. Minimizing this remainder increases the
probabilities of allocating future applications with potentially
stronger requirements. Finally, if there are any unassigned
tasks, they are sent upwards to look for execution nodes in
further branches. If the root node is reached, the unassigned
tasks are simply discarded because they cannot be allocated
at the moment, so that they will be treated by the submission
node as a failure in the discovery process. The user knows
then that he/she must wait longer for his/her tasks to end, and
resends them with a longer deadline. In our tests, we simulate
this behavior by an increase of the deadline of 25%.

The sequence of forwarding steps performed on a certain
request determines the path that it follows through the tree,
shown in Figure 4. It starts at a submission node in the leaves,
and it is divided and sent concurrently to different branches
at each routing node, until all tasks are allocated or all nodes
are covered. With a balanced tree, the longest path consists of
O(log2 max(ni, N)) network jumps, where ni is the number
of tasks to allocate and N is the size of the network. This
logarithmic cost is what makes the allocation of a request a
fast and scalable algorithm.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Description of the Tests

In order to measure the performance of our scheduler,
we have implemented a set of simulation tests. An ad-hoc
simulator has been developed from the ground, focused on
minimizing the memory footprint, which enables us to sim-
ulate networks of up to a hundred thousand nodes. For the
communication, we have modeled two scenarios: the condi-
tions that could be found on a typical volunteer computing
platform, with 10 Mbps bandwidth and a delay between 50
ms and 300 ms, and a cloud computing facility, with 1 Gbps
bandwidth and delay between 0.1 ms and 1 ms.

B. Results

We first evaluate the accuracy of the aggregation process,
as the ratio between the actual availability of a set of nodes
and the result of aggregating this availability into a single
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Figure 5. Aggregation accuracy of the available FLOPs before deadline: (a) aggregation of the information of 1024 nodes for different number of sampled
functions per summary, and (b) for different number of nodes with 125 sampled functions per summary.

Table I
CLUSTERING ACCURACY OF MEMORY AND DISK RESOURCES OF A SET OF

1024 NODES WITH NUMBER OF SAMPLED FUNCTIONS PER SUMMARY.

Number of s.f. 8 27 64 125 216

Memory 47.96% 77.75% 86.51% 90.46% 92.65%
Disk 45.96% 73.24% 82.20% 86.86% 90.87%

summary. The availability of the set of nodes is uniformly
distributed. Under these circumstances, we have empirically
determined that the best behavior of the clustering algorithm
is obtained when the threshold Ths is in the form Ths = i3,
where i is an integer. Thus, we experiment with 8, 27, 64,
125 and 216 sampled functions per summary. We also set
the threshold Thf to a value of ten, which provides a good
tradeoff between accuracy and resulting summary size.

For the memory and disk resources, Table I shows the
accuracy for a set of 1024 nodes, which would be found
at level 10 of the tree, with different number of sampled
functions per summary. Table II presents the accuracy with
increasing number of nodes and 125 sampled functions per
summary. Likewise, Figures 5a and 5b show similar results
about the accuracy of the available number of FLOPs before
deadline. It can be seen that the decrease of accuracy is very
low compared to the increase in the number of nodes, because
the clustering algorithm is only affected by the number of
nodes with different availability. Meanwhile, the increase of
accuracy with the number of sampled functions per summary
is very noticeable. This would justify using more sampled
functions at higher levels of the tree. Even more, a summary
with 125 sampled functions needs less than fifty kilobytes of
memory and its size increases linearly with the number of
sampled functions. However, we have found that more than
125 sampled functions do not provide better performance.

The accuracy of the aggregation process is a theoretical limit
of the quality of the information that our distributed scheduler
uses. We now test its actual impact on the performance of the
scheduler, which is given by the total number of tasks finished
on time. We use a synthetic workload in which all users are

Table II
CLUSTERING ACCURACY OF MEMORY AND DISK RESOURCES WITH 125

SAMPLED FUNCTIONS PER SUMMARY AND VARYING NUMBER OF NODES.

N. of nodes 128 512 2024 8192 32768 131072

Memory 99.90% 91.95% 89.65% 89.15% 89.03% 88.98%
Disk 99.92% 89.75% 84.87% 83.80% 83.21% 83.28%

concurrently submitting their applications. This workload is
generated with the site-level simulation model proposed by
Shmueli and Feitelson [6], [7]. This model simulates the user
interaction with the scheduler, producing for each user the
timing of the submission of applications and their properties.
It was designed by analyzing several real system traces, and
generates similar workload as provided by them. The traces
used in that study have also been used in our simulations to
obtain the distribution of the node and application typology.

In order to provide an upper and lower reference to evaluate
the results, two additional schedulers have been implemented.
The upper reference is an ideal centralized scheduler with
deadlines, with full knowledge of the system state. It repre-
sents the best performance that our distributed scheduler could
reach with 100% accuracy of the availability information. The
lower one is a distributed scheduler that knows nothing about
the queue states, and distributes tasks at random among those
nodes which meet memory and disk requirements.

Results are shown in Figure 6. It can be seen that, with
125 sampled functions per summary, the performance of our
distributed scheduler is very close to the upper limit. As ex-
pected, the performance of the distributed scheduler increases
with the number of sampled functions per summary, although
between 27 and 125 functions there is already little difference.
Likewise, the performance shows very subtle differences for
other simulation parameters, like network model or update
bandwidth limit. In general terms, the performance of the
distributed scheduler is very competitive.

Besides the performance, other measured results are the al-
location time and the network traffic. We define the allocation
time as the time elapsed between a request is submitted by a
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Figure 6. Finished tasks on time by each scheduler for different number of
sampled functions per summary.

user and the tasks it contains are accepted by execution nodes.
Since the decentralized allocation algorithm is a tree search
operation, its cost is expected to be logarithmic with both
network size and number of actually allocated nodes. On the
contrary, the allocation algorithm of the centralized scheduler
compares the application requirements once with every node
properties and then sends tasks to the most suitable nodes,
thus its cost should be linear with network size and number of
allocated nodes. This can be seen in Figure 7. While network
properties have a greater impact on the distributed scheduler,
its logarithmic behavior is more scalable than the linear cost
with network size of the centralized scheduler.

Finally, we measure the fraction of the link bandwidth used
by our algorithms for communication. Simulation results state
that availability summaries comprise 90% of the traffic used
by the scheduling algorithms. It follows that their size and
the update bandwidth limit explained in Section V-C should
directly affect the consumed link bandwidth. Thus, Table III
shows this fraction as percentages, for both network models
and with varying update bandwidth limit (100, 1000 and
10000 bytes per second) and number of sampled functions
per summary. Besides, the top half shows percentages for
the peak bandwidth (the maximum bandwidth used in an
interval of one second) and the bottom half for the sustained
bandwidth (the maximum bandwidth used in an interval of ten
seconds). For each configuration, the table only presents the
maximum recorded values among all the nodes, thus giving a
reference for the very worst case. Actually, the fraction of
the link bandwidth used per node measured in the whole
simulation interval, even with 125 sampled functions and
the slow model, was well under 0.5%, which is a very low
overhead. Furthermore, the greatest registered peak in the table
is still under 10%, which can be considered very low.

As expected, the availability summary size and the update
bandwidth limit directly affect the consumed link bandwidth.
However, given the low update bandwidth limits used in the
simulations, it is clear that peak values are also affected
by other kinds of traffic, mainly by the scheduling requests
submitted by the users. Thus, it should be interesting to also
limit the bandwidth used by these other kinds of messages.

Table III
MAXIMUM VALUES OF THE PERCENTAGE OF LINK BANDWIDTH USED.

Slow model Fast model

Bw limit (Bps) 100 1000 10000 100 1000 10000

Pe
ak

8 s.f. 3.71 3.90 4.32 .043 .043 .050
27 s.f. 3.45 3.44 4.77 .052 .052 .056
64 s.f. 4.93 5.20 5.44 .096 .107 .104

125 s.f. 6.78 5.52 7.94 .113 .107 .133

Su
st

ai
ne

d 8 s.f. 0.92 1.25 2.60 .010 .013 .015
27 s.f. 2.14 2.77 4.62 .009 .012 .026
64 s.f. 2.51 3.17 5.87 .010 .013 .052

125 s.f. 3.10 3.35 7.80 .014 .017 .055

C. Analysis of the Results

After the results, it can be seen that the distributed allocation
algorithm can be really fast, even in slow connections, with
weak dependence of the system size. This is mainly due to its
concurrent execution in different branches, using aggregated
information, which is the key to the scalability of our model.
Even more, it is possible to maintain the network usage at
non-intrusive levels with a low update bandwidth limit, while
the scheduler performance suffers little negative impact.

These experiments, with a hundred thousand nodes, show
that it is feasible to design a scheduler that obtains good
performance and scalability results with distributed algorithms
and only partial knowledge. Other studied distributed com-
puting platforms [9]–[13] present tests of only up to five
thousand nodes, while SETI@home [19] is currently managing
up to more than two million nodes, but without providing any
quality of service. We are confident that our proposal should be
able to reach similar scales maintaining its good performance.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we presented a distributed scheduler for tasks
with deadlines. It is based on completely decentralized algo-
rithms that scale to networks of at least a hundred thousand
nodes, if not more. Its flexibility allows our scheduler to be
applied to many different scenarios and application types, from
many-task applications in cloud computing sites to volunteer
computing projects. As far as we know, it is the first fully
decentralized scheduler of tasks with deadlines that reaches
such high network sizes. It shows a competitive performance
very close to a centralized scheduler, with very low overhead
and very short allocation times. We support these claims with
simulations of networks of up to a hundred thousand nodes.

In the future, we plan to study different methods of task
length estimation and the impact of an overestimation in the
scheduler performance. Also, we plan to take data transmission
into account and to test the degree of concurrency of the
system with higher submission frequencies. Besides, availabil-
ity prediction models could be used to provide more realistic
information about execution node availability.
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Figure 7. Mean allocation time with number of allocated nodes in (a) a fast network and (b) a slow network, with 100000 nodes. Mean allocation time with
network size in (c) a fast network and (d) a slow network, after allocating 200 nodes. Figures include detail due to the difference in scale between schedulers.
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